Improved data-dependent acquisition for untargeted metabolomics using gas-phase fractionation with staggered mass range.
The inherently limited MS2 rate of the mass spectrometer is still restricting the performance of data-dependent acquisition (DDA) for untargeted metabolomics. When dealing with the complex metabolome ocean, top-n-based DDA is just scratching the surface as only a small fraction of the ions could be selected for MS2. Here, we report an improved DDA method for untargeted metabolomics using gas-phase fractionation with staggered mass range (sGPF). Unlike the single m/z segment for conventional GPF, the m/z segments for sGPF were narrower, multiplex, and discrete to allow more homogeneous selection of precursor ions in low, medium, and high m/z ranges. This was achieved indirectly by predefining an inclusion list containing multiple discontinuous m/z ranges. Five fraction levels (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10) and two staggering strategies (staggered wide and narrow subsegments (sGPFa and sGPFb)) were compared for characterizing the human urinary metabolites. For both targeted and untargeted comparison, the highest MS2 coverage was obtained by sGPFb8. Targeted comparison of 60 metabolites indicated sGPFb performed the best for 2, 4, 6, and 8 fractions with an increased MS2 triggering rate of 15.0-36.6% over GPF and 6.6-11.7% over sGPFa. For untargeted screening of phase II metabolites and carboxylates, the best performance achieved by sGPFb8 exhibited a 46.9% increase over GPF8 with the increase evenly distributed in glucuronides (54 vs 38), sulfates (55 vs 41), and carboxylates (31 vs 16). Such superiority of sGPF over GPF is mainly due to the reduced number of concurrent precursor ions and increased relative ion intensity ranks.